
Powers of Onement - 2022

Passion - Body
Joy - Heart

Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement 

Masters discovered this....will you?

Moon Mother Rowan’s time begins January 31, 2022 at 11:45:59 pm,  Central Standard
Time.  As we enter this time of the year, in the Northern Hemisphere, we are experiencing winter
moving toward spring, thus a bit more daylight.  The theme of coming out of the Shadows and into
the  Light gets some support in what we see in our outer reality.  We also have the Celtic Festival
of Imbolc which honors the light and asks of us to see our face in that light.  This is a very important
message of Rowan as well:  “Be the Light.”

Continuing with the greater theme of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy, it is important to recognize
our Face as the Face of the Divine, thus, as the Light, it calls us to attention.  We are important!  Lets
get a review of the Light that we are in the realm of Rowan in several ways!

The Ecstasy of Rowan in the Realm of Spirit is also called one of the Four Faces of the
Divine (noted in Hebrew teachings and flows right into Astrology as Aquarius, and of course other
mystical wisdom processes).  As One of the Four Faces, Rowan represents the message of : 
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“I Form Through Illumination,” which is Light.  We often speak of it within us as the light
of our Chakras.  This is always a reminder to “ignite the light within.”  To ignite this inner light, we
bring this energy into the pattern of initiating the creative energy we have stored within us.  It is
ready to be used.  We feel the Ecstasy of this light, it expresses as Joy, and delivers a state of
Passionate motivation to create an outcome.

As I contemplated this month and remembered the Four Faces of God, I realized how they
brought about something for all of us to use in our quest to understand the empowered states we have
within and use and as the intended reality was given us.  I know this is going to show us three more
qualities of other Faces of WomanSpirit that we have yet to greet for 2022, yet they are all within
the Oneness of Being now.  So let’s use them and also see how the Urania energy can assist the
activation!  

I asked WomanSpirit how I would express these Faces of Wisdom in 2022 within us.  I, of
course, wondered if a different phrase could or would be used.  In fact, She provided these Four
Statements:

Rowan: I ignite the Light of Creative energy and illuminate it through love.

Willow: I imprint it in the essence of the material body and cultivate its undefinable quantity.

Holly: I express creation as the beloved joy of being.

Reed: I am the ever-prolific creator, changing in the darkness, awaiting the light to ignite
what is To Be.

And the cycle goes on and on and on.  We turn the wheel and dance the spiral of creation!
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YOU ARE THE LIGHT!

Rowan is our guiding light this month.  It is important that we use her statement
for sure:  I ignite the Light of Creative energy and illuminate it through love.

Rowan has much to offer us as we simply meditate and contemplate the symbols
in the card.  Always remember that you can read more about these symbols in the
book, THE FACES OF WOMANSPIRIT, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon.  

As we glance at the picture we surely are connected to the face.  Lilac in color
and flowers around her face.  The flowers represent the personal 7 Chakras,
though we are only seeing 6.  The illusive 7th at the crown is a transitional field
of energy we often ignore.  It is the energy that reminds us that Heaven is within

Earth and Earth is within Heaven; and all are within us.  We can acknowledge that because we honor
the first 7 chakras are called “personal;” or of the human nature.  This means, they belong to the
individual quality of the whole, and of this realm of matter.  However, we must ignite all lights
before we can recognize the 7th and then move into the transpersonal realms that entice us to know
more of whom we truly are.  Our Earthly embodiment of Spirit is extremely important for it is the
Light Bearer.  We are called to Ignite the Light–to recognize that power within us.

As noted in the WomanSpirit book,  the goddess Blodeuwedd is a deity aiding our conscious
journey throughout this month.  We can learn the way to move out of the shadow of our own lack
and limitations,  enter the land of empowerment, and realize our self as an important being.  Her
story is one of betrayal, both by a lover-to-husband, and herself.  Lying to self and others has her
stuck in false beauty and a marriage without union. Yet the winning vibration is Truth and that aligns
her with freedom and the connection with the universal matrix.  So it is with all of us.  Knowing our
True Self, speaking and living the truth sets us free and we do connect and realize the universal
matrix we are living within.

This also takes us to the essence of astrology via Aquarius.  This sign is much more universal
than personal.  It calls on the individual to be independent and yet humanitarian.  It calls on the
Aquarian aspect to be a truth bearer and seek the freedom from being locked in ancient limitations.
A message to all, not just Aquarians.

The color of Lilac is not only aligned with Aquarius, but it is spiritual color, reminding us
to grow beyond limitations, expand to new levels, honor spirituality, thus sacred wisdom, and live
in mystical dignity.  It is a soft color that bring pleasantry to our being.
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The Rowan tree wraps around the Face, reminding us that we are held and supported.  The
berries are enrichment of the heavens (enticing us to be creative, perhaps).  They are also rich in
nutrients that are good for the human body.  It is a tree of wisdom, aiding in the release of All
Wisdom needed to explore and experience creative manifestations of all forms.  

Our focus may turn to the woman at the cloth of numbers.  She is focused, as we need be
when we are creative.  Yet, if too focused, we will miss the intuitive flow of insight.  Thus, examine
her closely.  Is she deep in focus or dreamily in focus?  Contemplate that face and pose for a while
and learn what she is gathering.  What number stands out to you?  Choose to research that
number....it may initiate more of an insight from your inner light inspiring your creative wisdom.

The fire is burning quite nicely next to her, and also close to the river.  Hmm...fire and water
ready to mix.  A symbol of alchemy.  The fire is strong, and that may represent the light within her
ready to be used to create.  The water is flowing, thus her intuition is flowing.  Life is flowing and
passion is also.

The owl is landing.  Another symbol of wisdom and it is landing–wisdom arriving to be used. 
Another bird is noticeable nearby, the turkey.  Always a wonderful reminder to be thankful and yet,
to realize that we already have plenty.  What about the vulture in the picture?  Oh that can be a bit
daunting.  However, it can also show us that nothing will go to waste.  Most assuredly, it reveals a
transformation is occurring and we do want that as we begin a new year and honor desires changing
in our reality.

Let yourself work with the symbols in the card.  Listen to your inner wisdom provide insights
and guidance.  How will you use the inner knowledge to initiate your power of this message?:  I
ignite the Light of Creative energy and illuminate it through love.
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Let’s put the action to work with Urania.  She has that incredible lightning flash
occurring.  She is the power of the foundation of Rowan to truly ignite the light
of creative energy and initiate its illumination through love.  She vibrates within
and as the Universal Law of Love.  She is the absolute partner of Rowan with
the knowledge, wisdom, and action to reveal what is in the darkness of the
creative fluids of the Universe.  She is the help that guides the hook that Rowan
has to fasten onto and use the plans of creation developing.

Recall I wrote last month how I saw so many 2's in 2022.  In this picture of
Urania, look at how many people are in it.  I noted the 2 reminded me of how
we need each other.  We need partners in our journey.  Here they are in total joy,
sharing everything with each other.  People of all ages and stages of living. 

Everyone there for everyone else.  

I wrote earlier in this letter that Urania was an activator of the Four Faces and indeed she is. 
She begins with the Ecstacy of Light with the lightning flash that instigates the pure intention to
create!  She moves into the field of Willow, connecting the All to the passion to be embodied, then
cycles into the commitment of Holly to joyfully unify the creation, and further the passion, joy, and
ecstasy with Reed as the energy of constant proliferation of creative transformation.  The light of
Urania activates the All as she carries the Love to Be, Do, Have, Explore, Transform, and Ignite
repeatedly.  

The deeper essence of Love, known through Urania,  encompasses Ecstasy, Joy, and Passion
all in One. It is the Universal Law of Love.  As we allow ourselves to enter the vibration of Universal
Love, we can feel each quality.  We can know each quality and express them in all we do.  

Urania is a vibration that aids the knowing within each one of us that we are important. 
Why?  Because without our individuality, nothing is whole.  The whole Divine Essence cannot be
seen, touched, or experienced in any fashion.  

On this card, the Face of Urania is a platinum color.  It is a reminder of the power of an
atomic element.  Something explosive!  It is the “mind blower” that opens our individual self into
the awareness of the reality that we are more than we think we are.  In truth, it represents the
awareness that we realize we are more than the human self.  We are the Divine we seek.  We simply
need to let that realization explode within us and shatter the old belief systems.  Once occurring, we
become humble, loving, and unified in such a way that we truly work with each other to weave the
fields of energy into magnificent art forms.  These forms become many different realities of 
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existence on earth.  Some for very practical use.  Some for simple fun.  Some for mind expansion. 
Some for emotional harmony.  Some for medical, scientific, and astronomical research.  You name
it, we truly become and are aware that we are creators creating!  And it is all in the name of a greater
reality of realizing we are performing knowledge and activating manifestations.

Perhaps another reality to speak of here would be the awareness that we have bent our head
to our heart.  This means several things.  One, we have let the reigns of the logical mind join the
forces of the inner mind and our intuition is activated.  Another consideration is that we have brought
awareness into the union with the inner self that is the temple of creation.  It is from here we can
create something greater than the ordinary.  

Let me use another story.  This is actually a Christian story.  It is the first “miracle” that Jesus
performed.  His family was attending a wedding celebration.  The bride and groom were running out
of wine.  Jesus’ mother, Mary, tells Jesus he should do something about that and perform a miracle. 
But Jesus appears to not be ready when he asks her, “Woman, why does this concern us?” he also
states, “My hour has not yet come.”   His mother simply says to the servants, “Do whatever He tells
you.”  Six stone water jugs were brought to him and he turned the water to exquisitely fine wine. 
(John 2:5).  Do recall that the number 6 is the Law of Union and it does call one to “choice.”  He did
choose to respond to the call to perform.

What is going on here from a metaphysical perspective and how can we see that within
ourselves?  Mary represents the feminine, inner self, or voice of intuition.  It is calling forth the
power to perform the knowing and manifest.  Jesus is representing the logical mind that says, I’m
not ready.  However, the inner self provides one more statement, “Do whatever He tells you.”  This
master could have ignored the message of knowing and accepted the message of “I’m not ready.” 
 The inner self was providing the passageway of choice.  Jesus did choose to respond affirmatively.

What is your inner Mary telling you?  It will also tell all parts of your inner consciousness: 
your passion, your joy, and even your ecstasy to do whatever you tell it.  If you remain in the state
of, “It is not my hour,” you will abandon your creative qualities.  If you turn and tell the inner
servants to fill the urns with water (which is what Jesus did) and the bless them with your knowing,
your energy of Ecstasy, Joy, and Passion wrapping the exquisite desire into manifestation, it will be
perfect.  Recall, at the end of that biblical story, the wine was the best there could be served and even
was questioned as to why the groom had waited to serve it till the last.  Will you wait?  Is the time
now?
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Why do I use this story with Urania?  Because Urania, in the Tree of Life studies, represents
and initiation of individuation.  Thus, the Christed Being, Buddha Being, Master Being (whatever
name you want to place our highest element as) went into active being via Love/Urania!  The
Individual Human was created, responded to the mastery latent within and activated it.  

Let’s Get Into Action Now!

It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness.  Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon.  Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past.  Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy.  Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit.  Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled.  Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification.  Be blessed by your
reading.  Awen!

1) Looking at the Four Faces of the Divine, which one seems to talk with you and what
guidance are your receiving?

2) How is Rowan setting the foundation for you to Express Ecstasy?

3) How is Rowan setting the foundation for you to Express Joy?

4) How is Rowan setting the foundation for you to Express Passion?

5) What is the Lightning Flash of Creativity stirring within you?

6) How are you responding to the call of your Mastery?

May you feel the strike of the creative currents moving through you.  May love increase your
passion, joy, and ecstasy as a Divine Being manifesting your awesomeness in 2022.

Love and blessings,

Katherine
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Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body

Joy - Heart

Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement 

Master’s discovered this....will you?

~Lunar Phases of Rowan~

New Moon - Jan 31, 2022 11:45:59  p.m. CST
Crescent Moon - Feb 4

First Quarter Moon - Feb 7
Gibbous Moon - Feb 11

Full Moon - Feb 16 - 10:56:30 a.m. CST  (Snow Moon)
Disseminating Moon - Feb 20

Last Quarter - Feb 24
Balsamic Moon - Feb 28

New Moon of Ash
Mar 2, 2022, 11:34:43 a.m. CST

Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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